Prince Charming vs. The World / Semester 2, 2012

Cast & Crew Awards
Mark:

Creepy, for horrifyingly cheery suicide encouragement, and some unsettling remarks
about SlenderCam.

Matt F:

Teasy, for giving our gay audience members false hope.

Levi:

Cringey, for being present on stage whilst his girlfriend made out with a handsome
dude.

Adam:

Fetchy, for trying to make 'Biscuit' happen. It's not going to happen.

Bryan:

Pranky, for dedication to putting SlenderCam in creepy places. Special mentions to
Adam and Newton for picking up the reins.

Sven:

Hammy, for hamming.

Emily:

Chirpy, for somehow keeping it super together all production week. And talking to
birds.

Alysha:

Hasty, for coming too early.

Cam:

Forgetful, for never doing his scene changes on Wednesday.

Soraya:

Irony, for dying on her own medical equipment.

No Dots:

Obligey, for gracious acceptance of a ridiculous nickname.

Brad:

Savvy, for being BoySmart.

Ish:

Squeaky, for reaching vocal pitch previously foreign to humankind.

Scattini:

Acty, for dedication to the craft.

Shanii:

Stressy, for numerous nervous breakdowns throughout this process.

Ruby:

Reacty, for background nursing.

Sarah:

Stanislavsky, for method acting, creating an incredibly comfortable sleeping

environment that one time.
Cat:

Wordy, for excellent delivery of that one ridiculous line.

Andrew:

Sleazy, for consistently questionable intentions on stage. You weird perve.

Steven:

Helpful, for being pretty helpful. And bringing hot chips that one time.

Imogen:

Pro, for pulling off the part with the least rehearsal and missing it that one time to
actually be a pro.

Jack:

Wrenchy, for a heart wrenching portrayal of a clinically depressed horse.

Ash:

Godly, for her omnipotence.

James:

Envy, for being GREEN. With ENVY. haw haw haw.

Laura H:

Handy, for being around a lot.

Daniel:

Pony, for having a ponytail whilst being a pony's tail.

Sally:

Thievy, for stealing clothes and scenes.

Amy:

Greedy, for wanting What She's Having.

Alice:

Tipsy, for backward stage-fall.

Chips:

Bossy, for being hella boss.

Zack:

Useful, for performance-enhancing obnoxious heckling on Tuesday, and being only
minimally offensive in general. Well done. NOPE. LOST IT AT THE LAST MINUTE
THERE.

Newton:

Quippy, for last minute classic line additions.

Drew:

Crazy, for amping up the insanity of an otherwise mundane character.

Bradley:

Motherly, for toting around the world's creepiest child with a smile.

Mike:

Tardy, for wildly varying arrival times.

Liam:

Superfluous, for admirable performance of an 'apparently' unnecessary character.

Laura:

Great, for being great.

Nicola:

Awesy, for being awesy.

